
Exposed 
  
dawn prises apart her sleep-stuck eyes 
forced advent of daylight   metal-bright  

and sharp to scrape out comfort   
from her crumpled bed of creased white lies  
  
fluent in avoidance          today she sees           her face 
mirrored in his steady gaze       her treason strung   
in cobwebs     self-deceit                  too many                      faithless 
promises unfurl 
trapped/exposed        she falls and flounders   
  
                                                                    hates his 
self-righteous virtue      
  
corrupt lack of affection                           he  
  
too good to be true                                          too true to be bad   
  
harnesses her sin         to     snap      crack/her/soul  
  
his whip-tongue                                    cools her furnace 
  
to ashes                                       a 
final                                           reckoning 
  
she crawls back      to find her lover 
fears an empty space 
 
Flood Plain 
 
I try to shut it out: lap, lap, lap of water. Waves tap up against the wall, 
dampen bricks, demand access. It seeps through, I know. I fear I will drown, 
like other time when it rained all day, rinsed out my life. For now, my eyes 
stay dry, yet my vital organs are waterlogged, my structure sodden, my 

ground mired in the flood plain of a river called grief. Ambushed by the flood, 
I have no time to build a dyke of disbelief. 
 
Recycled Memories 
 
I stitch to quilt moments 
back into memories 
  
trim remnants of my life into warm throws 
  
my patterns are prone to tell pretty lies 
threaded with silk-dreams 
  

picture of what I would have been, 
if only – 
  
I wrap my tapestry of off-cuts 
snug around my old frame 



shield my sins and peccadilloes 
from prying eyes 
  
I wield my needle 

craft a narrative so fine 
reflect preferred truths     echoes of reality 
until curses become blessings 
  
reconstructed cuttings remind me of my life 
  
even as leftover strips 
littered    frayed    abandoned 
  
manacle my ankles 
trip me up 
to die 
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